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Advanced molecular technologies have explored complex mechanisms in oncology
and exponentially expanded our understanding in cancer initiation and progression.
With omics technologies, several promising biomarkers concerning diagnosis,
recurrence, and survival in gastroenterology have been increasingly identi�ed, such
as RPS4X and CDX2. Omics-driven approaches have also revealed relatively rare
genetic aberrations as potential biomarkers of drug response in gastroenterology and
hepatology. Additionally, these data sets have also identi�ed molecular signatures
that de�ne the molecular classi�cation of gastric cancer, colorectal carcinoma, and
hepatocellular carcinoma.

�e application of these technologies not only a�ected the drug discovery and
medical therapies but also improved our ability to treat patients surgically, especially
in gastroenterology and hepatology. �e consensus among the surgeons is that
molecular analysis of cancers could provide essential diagnostic and prognostic
information. �e cardiologist Dr. Dzau raised the term “surgiomics” 16 years ago,
which initially described the integration of gene therapy and surgery. To date,
the term “surgiomics” is a combination and integration of data extracted from a
variety of sources and dimensions, from genomics (gene), transcriptomics (mRNA),
epigenomics, and proteomics (protein) to metabolomics (metabolism), micro-
biomics (microbioma), immunomics, and radiomics, bridging the gaps between
technology and technology as well as between technology and applications. Besides
technical and operative excellence, surgiomics penetrated into the entire work�ow,
from the prediction of cancer risk and cancer screening and diagnoses to patient
selection, treatment strategy, operative risk assessment, therapeutic response, and
prognostic evaluation. �e integrations of above platforms facilitated by evidence-
based molecular medicine and cancer surgery based on personalized perioperative
medicine may constitute the new �eld of precision cancer treatment, focusing on
substantial clinical bene�ts and clinical characters of every individual patient.

�is special issue aims to highlight the potential applications and limitations of these
approaches.While all submissions are welcome, this is a speci�c call for high original
research articles as well as review articles detailing the planning, execution, and
patient-reported outcomes of surgery in a period of surgiomics data. Exhaustive
reviews on possible genetic in�uences on disease are not encouraged.

Potential topics include but are not limited to the following:

Impacts of molecular insights on surgical decisions (including neoadjuvant
therapy) in gastrointestinal cancer
Screening and prophylactic surgery for high-risk gastrointestinal cancer
patient
�e application of -omics data in gastrointestinal oncological surgery
Patient responses (including neoadjuvant therapy) and -omics data
Biobanks (including organoid banks) and surgiomics
Educational challenges to surgical practice which arise from these issues
Biobanks as signi�cant source for cancer studies and the surgeon’s role within
translational research

Authors can submit their manuscripts through the Manuscript Tracking System at
https://mts.hindawi.com/submit/journals/bmri/gastroenterology/sou/.

Papers are published upon acceptance, regardless of the Special Issue publication
date.
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